VENETIAN BLINDS BY COUNTRY

More smart options in a beautiful window treatment.
Country means choice in high6'8(381!2$''2'ধ!29
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to beat the heat

In a world of materials innovation, not even
an established favourite like the Venetian
Blind stands still. Country Blinds now offer
Venetians in a wide selection of designs
and material choices, each offering its own
special advantages in functionality, durability
and aesthetics.

The Tuscany range by Country is a high-tech
slant on Venetians that’s rated to cope with
temperatures up to 55 degrees Celsius.
Needless to say in a country like Australia
where summer heat can soar, this is a huge
advantage.
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The slats used in Country aluminium
Venetians are engineered and manufactured
in Europe to an optimum thickness for
maximum strength with streamlined looks.
25 and 50 millimetre widths are available and
Country offers a huge selection of colours
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décor. The colour-coating process used on
our blinds can stand up to the environment
of any room in your house without chipping,
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Because Country offers a wider range of
colours for control components, our cords
and ladder braids blend beautifully with the
slats as well as the head rail and lower rail.
Our wide catalogue of components provides
for quick, simple installation on just about
every type of window. We have solutions for
even the most challenging situations so that
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your home are never compromised.

The Tuscany blade is a polymer co-extrusion
that sandwiches a heat-resistant core
within a smooth, strong skin infused with
colour. This colour will not fade or degrade.
Country offers a broad palette of colours in
the Tuscany range, designed by experts to
complement and contrast with the hues most
popular in contemporary Australian homes.
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There’s no arguing about the natural beauty
of timber in a home, but most of us associate
timber with extra maintenance. Timber View
by Country lets you enjoy elegant good looks
with great durability and easy, carefree use.
A genuine hardwood product, Timber View
Venetians are completely maintenance-free
and never need staining or lacquering to
protect them from the sun’s harsh ultraviolet
rays.
Our Timber View Venetians feature a
European-designed head rail with fuss-free
pull cord operation for tilting and lifting
of the blades. This is because while wand
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simply not strong enough to reliably operate
timber polymer blinds.
Every Timber View Venetian by Country
has an 82 millimetre wide valance, giving
complete coverage of the standard sized
head rail. This results in a neat, cleanly
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streamlined look.

COUNTRY VALUES. COUNTRY PRIDE

The Country Blinds difference
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Three decades in business has earned Country Blinds the trust of home and business
owners all over South Australia. Every year, word-of-mouth recommendations
from happy Country customers mean our reputation for excellence in products and
service just keeps growing.
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Country Blinds is a family-owned, factory-direct supplier, manufacturing in our
Adelaide Hills factory and installing all over the state with no compromises. That
means our own installers take care of every single job. Because we make and install
everything ourselves, we stand behind our products and our workmanship.

Value
Real value comes from a business with the ability to create a bespoke product
tailored to your own home, perfectly suited to your décor and lifestyle. When it
comes to your home, ‘off-the-rack’ is often just another way of saying ‘compromise’.
We never compromise on value and there is nothing ‘off-the-rack’ about our products
or quality.
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We don’t just have showrooms…we have a factory. When you deal with Country you
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traced back to one place, one name, right here in South Australia. There are no third
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There’s more!
Thanks for taking the time to understand the many factors that set Country
Blinds apart. It’s worth noting that we make and install more than Venetian
Blinds – in fact Country proudly manufactures an enormous range of interior
and exterior window furnishings to suit all styles of home.

If you’d like to know more, simply ask your Design Consultant or
visit >>>W$3<2;8@#£-2&9W$31W!<

